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Introduction

This guide provides design and deployment guidance for running Microsoft Exchange Server messaging
software on HPE Nimble Storage arrays from Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE). Readers are assumed to
have a working knowledge of the following products and technologies:

• Exchange
• The operating system (OS) on which they are deploying their solution
• Basic HPE Nimble Storage array operations

Although the guide focuses on Exchange 2016, which is the latest edition of the Microsoft messaging platform,
many of the core design considerations are also applicable to Microsoft Exchange 2013.

Exchange databases can be deployed on HPE Nimble Storage arrays in many different ways. Configuration
options change based on data center infrastructure, server hardware, and virtualization platforms. The
document reviews some of the design considerations, parameters, and best practices that Exchange
administrators, storage architects, and infrastructure administrators should evaluate. The guide also covers
minor differences in deployment considerations for HPE Nimble Storage all-flash arrays and adaptive flash
arrays where applicable.
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Exchange 2016 Considerations

In Exchange 2016, new modifications to the Exchange architecture reduce the I/O footprint and minimize the
costs and complexity of deployment. Changes to the underlying Extensible Storage Engine (ESE) and
Information Store greatly reduce the performance requirements of the storage subsystem, and enhancements
to built-in high availability cut failover times and streamline replication resources.

Exchange 2013 and 2010 require a distributed architecture for Mailbox and Client Access services, but
Exchange 2016 consolidates those roles into the new Mailbox and Edge Transport server roles. This
consolidated architecture increases scalability by allowing more servers to load-balance the performance
requirements of Exchange services. Exchange 2016 also brings many other changes, including changes to
eDiscovery, to Search, and to database availability groups (DAGs).

When deploying Exchange on HPE Nimble Storage arrays, consider the following settings, which are covered
in Microsoft Exchange 2016 Preferred Architecture, or on Microsoft Technet.

CPU and Memory for Exchange Servers
To streamline concurrency and prevent bottlenecks caused by contention among threads, Microsoft
recommends that Exchange servers not exceed a maximum CPU core count of 24 or a maximum memory
allocation of 96 GB. Microsoft also recommends turning off hyper-threading for physical servers.

BEST PRACTICE Do not exceed Microsoft recommendations for CPU and memory.

Exchange Native Data Protection
To protect mailbox data, Microsoft recommends leveraging built-in Exchange features, such as DAGs,
single-item recovery, deleted-item retention, and lagged database copies.

DAGs are a core component of the Microsoft high-availability and site-resilience framework. DAGs can support
up to 16 servers, each housing a combination of active and passive mailbox database copies. In the event
of an active copy failure, a passive database copy can be promoted, with no downtime to the organization.
DAG configurations can scale to multiple sites, and each site can host active mailboxes.

With single-item recovery, messages that are deleted and purged by a user are kept in a Recoverable Items
folder on the mailbox. Messages remain in this folder until the retention period for the deleted item expires.
Both of these settings are configurable at the mailbox or at the mailbox database, and both should be set to
accommodate a retention period that encompasses most restore requirements, typically 30 to 60 days.

Lagged database copies provide an online point-in-time restore mechanism for the DAG. For example, if a
mailbox is deleted from a DAG, the change is replicated to other passive mailbox database copies. With a
lagged database, the change is not replicated immediately, and the lagged copy can be used as a restore
mechanism.

BEST PRACTICE Use a DAG deployment with a minimum of two database copies for redundancy. On
mailbox databases, enable single-item recovery and configure a deleted-item retention period that meets the
operational needs of the organization.

Resilient File System
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 introduced the new Resilient File System (ReFS). ReFS has built-in integrity
checks and error correction, is highly scalable, and supports native tier optimizations. If Exchange is deployed
with ReFS, the data integrity features must be disabled. ReFS is supported only on volumes that house
database files, log files, or content index files.
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When ReFS data integrity features are enabled, they protect data that is stored on basic disks, or JBODs.
However, HPE does not recommend using ReFS for HPE Nimble Storage arrays, which have built-in data
protection and other enhancements such as adaptive flash, inline compression, replication, and deduplication.

BEST PRACTICE ReFS is designed for JBOD deployments. HPE does not recommend using it for HPE
Nimble Storage arrays.

Multiple Databases per Volume
Exchange 2016 supports placing multiple databases on the same volume (with only one active-copy database
per volume). Also, if a DAG contains at least two copies of a database, transaction logs may be colocated
with database files in the same volume. However, Microsoft recommends placing databases and logs on
different volumes when leveraging VSS for backup and restore.

BEST PRACTICE Database colocation is an enhancement that enables more efficient use of JBOD volumes.
For HPE Nimble Storage volumes, however, consider database colocation carefully because it affects
volume-level restore decisions. For better performance and control of cache, compression, and deduplication
settings, separate database files from log files.
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Connecting to HPE Nimble Storage Arrays

For detailed instructions on how to prepare the HPE Nimble Storage array for connection with the Exchange
host, see the GUI Administration Guide for the NimbleOS version that is running on the array. The guide is
available on HPE InfoSight.

Begin preparing the host by ensuring that all necessary updates have been applied to the Windows OS.

HPE Nimble Storage Windows Toolkit
To facilitate connectivity and volume management and to leverage application-consistent snapshots for
Exchange, install the HPE Nimble Storage Windows Toolkit (NWT) on the host. The NWT is an essential
plugin that provides the following capabilities and tools:

• HPE Nimble Storage Volume Shadow Copy Server (VSS) services for Exchange
• iSCSI and Fibre Channel (FC) connection management
• The HPE Nimble Storage Device-Specific Module (NDSM) for multipath I/O (MPIO)
• The HPE Nimble Storage Setup Manager (NSM) tool

Also included in the toolkit is a Windows PowerShell module with cmdlets for managing volume attributes,
cloning, and connectivity from the Windows host.

BEST PRACTICE Install the NWT on all Windows hosts that run Exchange, including virtual machines. The
NWT can be downloaded from HPE InfoSight.

Multipath I/O
Enable multipath with either iSCSI or FC connectivity. Before installing NWT, add the MPIO feature to the
Windows host by using Server Manager or PowerShell; in PowerShell, use the Add-WindowsFeature cmdlet.

During the NWT installation, the appropriate NDSM for MPIO is installed on the host. A minimum of two paths,
one to each controller, is required for availability. However, more than one path per controller is desirable.
HPE recommends dedicating paths according to the protocol:

• For FC, dedicate each set of paths on a physical fabric or vSAN.
• For iSCSI, use separate, private subnets that are dedicated to iSCSI connectivity.

BEST PRACTICE For data resiliency and performance, enable multipath on all production systems.

FC Connectivity
For FC connections to the HPE Nimble Storage array, consider the host bus adapter (HBA) queue depth
setting. This setting determines the maximum number of I/O operations that can be serviced by a connection
at one time.

Many HBAs have default queue depth settings that are too low to accommodate Exchange I/O requirements.
Default values and modification parameters are dependent on the HBA brand and model. A low queue depth
setting can result in excess I/O queuing, incurring latency and poor performance for Exchange.

A typical default queue depth setting for an HBA is 32. However, for Exchange environments that require a
high amount of transactional I/O, consider a higher queue depth in the range of 64–128. For Exchange
environments with low to moderate transactional I/O requirements, a lower setting of 32 might suffice. Use
the Exchange Server Role Requirements Calculator to estimate Exchange Server I/O.
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BEST PRACTICE For FC connectivity, if necessary, increase the HBA queue depth to accommodate Exchange
I/O requirements.

iSCSI Connectivity
For iSCSI connections to the HPE Nimble Storage array, use dedicated network interfaces from the Windows
host. For each iSCSI interface, unbind the Client for Microsoft Networks and the File and Printer Sharing
for Microsoft Networks components and remove the setting for Register this connection’s addresses in
DNS.

For maximum performance, use 10 GbE connectivity and jumbo frames for iSCSI traffic. Jumbo frames can
be configured on each adapter through Device Manager. Jumbo frames are especially important for applications
such as Exchange that require more throughput.

Use HPE Nimble Storage Connection Manager (NCM), installed by NWT, to establish iSCSI connections to
volumes on the array. NCM automatically gathers interface, subnet, and volume information and then calculates
the optimal number of connections for iSCSI.

For more information about preparing the Exchange host to connect to HPE Nimble Storage arrays, see the
Windows Integration Guide on HPE InfoSight.

BEST PRACTICE For iSCSI connectivity, use dedicated ports on the Windows hosts, and configure each
interface with an IP address on a private, dedicated subnet. Enable jumbo frames to provide maximum
throughput for large-block workloads.

Volume Formatting and Mount Points
Volumes for Exchange data and log files must be formatted with a 64 KB NTFS allocation unit size. Exchange
binaries and system databases can use the default 4 KB allocation unit. When formatting volumes that will
contain large files, typically over 1 TB, use the /L option to enable large file record segments (FRS).

When initializing volumes, use the GUID Partition Table (GPT) to accommodate volumes larger than 2 TB
for Exchange.

Exchange 2016 Enterprise Edition supports up to 100 databases per server, exceeding the number of drive
letters that are available on a Windows host. To get around this limitation, use mount points instead of drive
letters to connect to Exchange database volumes.

BEST PRACTICE Enable FRS and format Exchange volumes for data and log files by using NTFS with a
64 KB allocation unit size. Initialize volumes by using the GPT. Use mount points to connect to Exchange
database volumes (data and log).
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Performance Policies, Compression, and Deduplication

Before deploying Exchange on HPE Nimble Storage arrays, evaluate the characteristics of the workloads
that the system will handle and the requirements for performance and database capacity. Each of these
elements plays a role in the design of the underlying storage for Exchange, including optimization settings
that can be controlled at the volume level or through global performance policies.

Workload Considerations
Workload characteristics affect storage layout, performance policies, snapshots, and replication schedules.
Exchange 2016 workloads can be divided into two categories:

• Transactional I/O, for which the load is generated by user activity
• Nontransactional I/O, for which the load is generated by scheduled or ad-hoc background tasks

For transactional I/O, reads and writes to the database are in random 32 KB pages. Reads and writes to the
transaction logs are sequential, and they can range from 4 KB to the log buffer size (1 MB). Log replication
results in sequential 256 KB large-block reads.

In contrast, nontransactional I/O, such as background database maintenance, results in large-block 256 KB
sequential workloads against data files.

Default Performance Policies
Performance policies contain application-specific storage parameters, such as compression, volume block
size, caching (on adaptive flash arrays), and deduplication (on all-flash arrays). During volume creation, the
appropriate policy is applied to the volume.

HPE Nimble Storage arrays have preconfigured policies for Exchange. These policies are based on the
analysis of data gathered from HPE InfoSight, the cloud-based analytics platform that ingests more than 30
million data points daily from customer arrays. The preconfigured performance policies for Exchange have
the settings listed in the following table.

Table 1: Performance policy settings

CompressionDeduplication
(All-Flash Array
Only)

Caching (Adaptive
Flash Array Only)

Block Size (KB)Volume Type

EnabledDisabledEnabled32DATA

EnabledDisabledDisabled16LOG

On adaptive flash arrays, caching is disabled for the transaction log performance policy because the I/O traffic
of transaction logs normally has sequential-write characteristics, so random read caching has limited value.
It is best to leave caching off for any volume that uses transaction log–type I/O to prevent the adaptive flash
array cache from being populated with data that will not be read back (called a dirty cache).

Compression
Inline compression is enabled by default on all HPE Nimble Storage arrays. Disabling compression provides
no noticeable performance gain, and HPE recommends that compression be enabled on all arrays. HPE
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Nimble Storage compression works well with Exchange database item compression (header and body),
adding another 1.5x compression ratio on average (based on HPE InfoSight reporting).

BEST PRACTICE Use array inline compression on data and log volumes.

Deduplication
Inline deduplication is enabled by default on all-flash arrays. Deduplication of Exchange data and log files
provides varying degrees of benefit, depending on the data that is stored in the database and on the
deployment. Although deduplication is disabled on the performance policy, it can be enabled on a per-volume
basis.

For volumes that house Exchange databases in a DAG, deduplication provides data reduction if the replicas
are on the same array.

BEST PRACTICE Enable deduplication with DAG configurations when replicas are on the same array.
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Storage Layout for Exchange Volumes

In general, using multiple volumes for Exchange deployments offers several advantages:

• The ability to apply custom performance policy settings to specific volumes
• The ability to control cache usage for volumes on adaptive flash arrays
• The choice of limiting replication of certain volumes
• The ability to quickly recover specific mailbox databases with volume-based restore

Before designing the storage layout, carefully consider the administrative overhead of managing multiple
volumes. The ideal solution provides a balance between optimization and administration.

For Exchange, HPE recommends separating data and log files into separate volumes. Carefully consider
colocating databases in the same volume because colocation might limit restore options. For example, a
volume-level restore might affect one database, or many.

For optimal performance and data reduction, apply Exchange log performance policies to volumes that house
Exchange database log files and apply data policies to data volumes.

For a resilient architecture, use at least two HPE Nimble Storage arrays and a DAG configuration for Exchange.
Stripe DAGs across both arrays. If an array fails, passive copies on the secondary array are activated, with
no downtime to the organization. If the second array is at another site that has client connectivity, consider
a site-resilient deployment for Exchange.

BEST PRACTICE For optimal performance, separate Exchange data and log files into separate volumes
and use dedicated performance policies that are geared toward Exchange workloads. For resiliency, use a
multiple-array deployment and stripe DAGs across arrays.

Capacity Planning and Exchange Solution Design
For capacity planning and site design assistance, Microsoft recommends using the Exchange Server Role
Requirements Calculator, a comprehensive, macro-driven spreadsheet that provides a blueprint for Exchange
deployment—server, database, DAG, and storage—that is based on user-supplied inputs.

The calculator factors the following user-supplied information:

• User mailbox configuration
• Archive mailbox configuration
• User mailbox quotas
• User profiles
• HA architecture
• Backup architecture
• Storage architecture
• Available servers

An important output generated by the calculator is the host I/O and throughput requirements report, which
shows the baseline performance required for the solution.

Figure 1: Host I/O and throughput requirements
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Microsoft recommends running the latest version of the Microsoft Exchange Server Jetstress 2013 Tool to
benchmark storage systems for Exchange. Benchmark results must meet the performance numbers listed
in the "Host I/O and Throughput Requirements" section of the Exchange Server Role Requirements Calculator.

Also included in the calculator output are capacity information, required hardware resources, projected data
growth rates, DAG configuration, and server volume layout. To properly plan for the HPE Nimble Storage
configuration, parse capacity and performance information through the Primary Storage Sizing Tool on HPE
InfoSight.

BEST PRACTICE Use the Exchange Server Role Requirements Calculator as a planning tool for Exchange
solutions. Benchmark the storage system with Jetstress to validate I/O requirements. Combine outputs with
the Primary Storage Sizing Tool to properly plan for capacity requirements.
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Backups, Snapshots, Replication, and Volume Collections

Exchange is often tied to core business applications, calendaring, and messaging; therefore, it is important
to day-to-day operations. When designing a data protection strategy for Exchange that maximizes performance
and scalability, factor in the recovery time objective (RTO) and the recovery point objective (RPO) for each
business process that is tied to Exchange.

To improve availability and data protection for Exchange, follow the HPE recommendations for backups,
snapshots, replication, and volume collections.

Backup Considerations
To protect mailbox data, Microsoft recommends leveraging built-in Exchange features such as DAGs,
single-item recovery, deleted-item retention, and lagged database copies. Consider deploying at least two
copies of each database (one active and one passive); however, the Microsoft reference architecture
recommends four copies (three HA, and one lagged). A site-resilient architecture, in which the DAG spans
multiple sites, offers the highest level of data protection and availability.

Changes to an Exchange database are recorded in a memory buffer and on transaction log files before being
committed to the database. Transaction logs must be truncated with a full database backup or by enabling
circular logging to preserve storage space. Circular logging automatically truncates logs as changes are
committed to the database file. In the event of disaster, circular logging does not provide the same restore
points as a full backup. HPE Nimble Storage arrays have the ability to back up and truncate Exchange logs
by leveraging snapshots.

BEST PRACTICE Deploy native data protection features such as DAG, single-item recovery, and deleted-item
retention. Back up Exchange databases by using HPE Nimble Storage snapshots.

Snapshots
To complement Exchange native data protection features, HPE Nimble Storage technology has the ability to
take near-instant, application-consistent snapshots of Exchange database volumes by leveraging the HPE
Nimble Storage VSS requestor and the HPE Nimble Storage VSS hardware provider that are installed as
part of the NWT.

HPE Nimble Storage snapshots leverage redirect-on-write technology: Active blocks on the volume are frozen,
and new writes are redirected to other blocks. Frozen blocks are tracked as the data changes. When a
snapshot is deleted, the pointers to the frozen blocks are also deleted.

Because HPE Nimble Storage snapshots require a minimal amount of space, they can be taken multiple
times a day. This frequency helps to reduce operational risk and meet RTO. Multiple snapshots also provide
additional restore and recovery points that become important for RPO. Depending on the backup requirements
for Exchange, snapshots of underlying volumes can be taken as frequently or infrequently as required.

The HPE Nimble Storage snapshot process supports Exchange database verification. If the active database
is not in a DAG with at least two copies, verification is run after the snapshot, and transaction logs are truncated.

Note Database verification is a throughput-intensive operation that results in a large-block 256 KB read
workload against the storage array. However, if at least two healthy copies of a database exist in a DAG,
database verification of the active database can be skipped, and transaction logs will be truncated.
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Replication
To copy a volume or a set of volumes to another HPE Nimble Storage array (replication partner), use HPE
Nimble Storage replication. Replicated volumes store the contents of a volume at the time the volume replica
was created or last updated, as well as a configured number of retained snapshots. HPE Nimble Storage
replication is based on snapshots, and it is automatically initiated or updated according to volume collection
schedules. Snapshots that were created ad hoc can also be replicated if necessary.

For Exchange deployments that are not in a site-resilient architecture, HPE recommends using HPE Nimble
Storage replication to replicate Exchange data for DR purposes. Replication is not necessary for Exchange
data in a site-resilient architecture. Also use HPE Nimble Storage replication to ensure data redundancy if
Exchange was deployed without using a DAG.

Before initiating replication, recreate any custom performance policies on the replica; otherwise, replication
might fail. For more information about replication, see the GUI Administration Guide on HPE InfoSight.

BEST PRACTICE Leverage HPE Nimble Storage replication to duplicate Exchange database volumes to
another site for DR when using Exchange without a DAG, or when a DAG configuration cannot span two
data centers in a site-resilient architecture.

Volume Collections
Volume collections are consistency groups that allow the coordination of snapshot schedules and the replication
of multiple volumes in a group. Volumes that contain Exchange data and log files for a particular database
should be grouped into the same volume collection. Volumes can be assigned to a volume collection at
creation, or they can be added to a particular volume collection at a later time.

To create an application-consistent snapshot, place the volumes that contain Exchange database data and
log files in a volume collection. This grouping allows VSS to coordinate an I/O freeze for the appropriate
volumes and for the Exchange database, at which point the HPE Nimble Storage array takes a consistent
snapshot of all volumes in the group. Because more than one volume is involved in the snapshot process,
the resulting dataset is known as a snapshot collection.

Snapshot schedules are attached to volume collections. Carefully consider the schedules assigned to volume
collections, and ensure that snapshots are created at the appropriate intervals to meet RTO and RPO
requirements. VSS snapshots are taken serially. Stagger volume collection schedules to prevent collisions
between in-process snapshots.

Volume collections can contain only active database copy volumes, only passive database copy volumes, or
a mixture of both. For volume collections that contain only passive database copy volumes, it is possible to
perform a copy-only backup (with no verification of backups) because log truncation is replicated to passive
database copies after it occurs on active database copies.

Create Full Backup of Exchange Database with Verification and Log Truncation

Use the following procedure to configure volume collections to create full backups of Exchange databases
that are not in a DAG. If a third-party application is used for Exchange backups and log truncation, database
verification as part of the HPE Nimble Storage snapshot process may not need to be configured. Consult the
third-party application documentation for verification requirements.

Procedure

1 When creating the volume collection, for application synchronization, choose Microsoft VSS as the
synchronization service and MS Exchange Server as the application. For Application Server, use the
name of the Exchange Server that houses the active database.
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2 Configure the schedule for the volume collection, and ensure that VSS synchronization is enabled and
Verify backups is set to Yes.

Create Full Backup of Exchange Database Without Verification and with Log Truncation

Use the following procedure to configure volume collections to create full backups of active Exchange database
copies that are in a DAG. If a third-party application is used for Exchange backups and log truncation, database
verification as part of the HPE Nimble Storage snapshot process may not need to be configured. Consult
third-party application documentation for verification requirements.

Procedure

1 When creating the volume collection, for application synchronization, choose Microsoft VSS as the
synchronization service and MS Exchange Server 2010 or later w/ DAG as the application. For
Application Server, use the name of the Exchange Server that houses the active database copy.

2 Configure the schedule for the volume collection, and ensure that VSS synchronization is enabled and
Verify backups is set to Yes. Also, select Skip consistency check for database files.
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Note

The parenthetical "not recommended" comment explains the conditions under which it is safe to skip
consistency checks.
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Cloning and Restoring Exchange Mailbox Databases

Exchange database clones can serve many purposes. Use clones to restore single mailboxes or items, to
reseed DAG copies, or to restore databases that are colocated on the same volumes.

To clone an Exchange database, use an existing snapshot collection for the specific point in time required
(preferably a verified copy if the clone will be used for restore).

BEST PRACTICE Use HPE Nimble Storage zero-copy clones as a simple, reliable, and efficient way to create
clones of an Exchange database. Clones can be used for database restores, mailbox restores, item-level
restores, or DAG replica seeding.

Restoring a Single Mailbox or Items in a Mailbox
The simplest way to recover an Exchange mailbox, or items within a mailbox, is to leverage Exchange’s
Recoverable Items folder, which is used by features such as Deleted Item Retention and Single Item Recovery
and by different eDiscovery components.

Microsoft recommends configuring each mailbox database with a deleted-items retention period that is relevant
to business needs. For example, if the most common timeframe for mailbox or item restore requests is 30
days, an organization might want to plan for a deleted-items retention period of the same length to facilitate
self-service restores and improve operational efficiency.

Restore Mailboxes or Mailbox Items from a Recovery Database

If a restore request is beyond the retention period configured for Exchange, use the following procedure to
leverage HPE Nimble Storage zero-copy clones to quickly create a recovery database for mailbox or item-level
restores. The procedure assumes that snapshot collection schedules have already been established, and it
uses an existing snapshot collection for cloning.

Procedure

1 Log in to the HPE Nimble Storage array GUI.
2 Choose Manage > Protection > Volume Collections.
3 Select the volume collection that houses the files for the database.
4 Click the Snapshots tab and select the snapshot collection that will be the source of the clone.
5 Click Clone and specify names for the cloned volumes. Click OK.

Cloned volumes inherit the access control list (ACL) from their parent. To mount the clone to another host,
edit the clone to clear the inherited ACL and assign a new one.

6 On the host, for iSCSI arrays, use NCM to connect the volumes to the host.

FC arrays do not require explicit connection to volumes. The volumes should appear automatically; if they
do not, use Disk Management to rescan the disks.

7 Open PowerShell and use the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell cmdlet to clear the flags and attributes
that were set on the volumes during the VSS snapshot process.

Example using a disk ID:

PS C:\Users\Administrator> Set-NimVolume -DiskID 3 -Online $true -ReadOnly
$false -Hidden $false -ShadowCopy $false

After the cmdlet is executed, the flags and attributes are reset on the volumes, and the volumes become
visible to the host.
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8 Create a recovery database on the Exchange server.

The following example creates the database, with a custom location for the newly cloned database files:

New-MailboxDatabase -Server EXCH2016-SVR1 -Name RecoveryDB -Recovery
-EdbFilePath “C:\RecoveryDB\Data\db_h-q\db_h-q.edb” -LogFolderPath
“C:\RecoveryDB\LOG\db_h-q_log\”

Note Adding a mailbox database might make it necessary to restart the Information Store service.

9 Check the state of the database. It cannot be mounted if it is in a dirty state.

eseutil /mh “C:\RecoveryDB\Data\db_h-q\db_h-q.edb”

10 If the database is not in a clean-shutdown state, perform a soft recovery.

eseutil /r E10 /l “C:\RecoveryDB\LOG\db_h-q_log\” /s
“C:\RecoveryDB\LOG\db_h-q_log\” /d “C:\RecoveryDB\Data\db_h-q\”

11 Verify that the database is in a clean-shutdown state.

eseutil /mh “C:\RecoveryDB\Data\db_h-q\db_h-q.edb”

12 Mount the recovery database.

Mount-Database -Identity RecoveryDB

13 Use the New-MailboxRestoreRequest cmdlet to restore the specific mailbox and to specify parameters
for restore.

14 When the restore is completed, remove the Mailbox Restore Request by using the
Remove-MailboxRestoreRequest cmdlet.

Dismount-Database RecoveryDB
Remove-MailboxDatabase RecoveryDB

15 Set the HPE Nimble Storage cloned volumes offline in Windows, and then take the volumes offline and
delete them on the array.

Reseeding a DAG Replica
One of the many enhancements to Exchange 2016 is the ability to reseed a database from a DAG member
that does not house the active copy of the source database. This strategy lowers any burden on active users.
If it is necessary to reseed a failed copy database by offloading the reseeding traffic to a different database
copy instead of to the active database copy, the task can be completed through the native recovery capability
or by using HPE Nimble Storage zero-copy clones.

Reseed a DAG Replica Through Native Recovery

Before reseeding the replica, determine the cause of the replica failure and remediate any problems that
might exist. Depending on the size of the database, reseeding might be completed more efficiently by using
HPE Nimble Storage zero-copy clones.

Procedure

1 Suspend the replica database.

Suspend-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity "db_h-q\EXCH2016-SVR1"
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2 Reseed the database by using the Update-MailboxDatabaseCopy cmdlet. If necessary, to delete existing
files, use the –DeleteExistingFiles switch.

Update-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity "db_h-q\EXCH2016-SVR1"
-DeleteExistingFiles –SourceServer EXCH2016-SVR2

Reseed a DAG Replica by Using HPE Nimble Storage Zero-Copy Clones

Before reseeding the replica, determine the cause of the replica failure and remediate any problems that
might exist. For smaller databases, or if more than one passive database copy is available, consider using
native recovery to reseed from an existing passive database copy. The procedure assumes that snapshot
collection schedules have already been established, and it uses an existing snapshot collection for cloning.

Procedure

1 Log in to the HPE Nimble Storage array GUI.
2 Choose Manage > Protection > Volume Collections.
3 Select the volume collection that houses the files for the active database, not for the replica.
4 Click the Snapshots tab and select the snapshot collection that will be the source of the clone.
5 Click Clone and specify names for the cloned volumes. Click OK.

Cloned volumes inherit the ACL from their parent. To mount the clone to another host, edit the clone to
clear the inherited ACL and assign a new one.

6 On the host, for iSCSI arrays, use NCM to connect the volumes to the host.

FC arrays do not require explicit connection to volumes. The volumes should appear automatically; if they
do not, use Disk Management to rescan the disks.

7 Open PowerShell, and use the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell cmdlet to clear the flags and attributes
set on the volumes during the VSS snapshot process.

Example using a disk ID:

PS C:\Users\Administrator> Set-NimVolume -DiskID 3 -Online $true -ReadOnly
$false -Hidden $false -ShadowCopy $false

The flags and attributes are reset on the volumes, and the volumes become visible to the host.

8 Remove the failed database copy.

Remove-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity db_h-q\EXCH2016-SVR1

9 Re-add the database copy, but with seeding postponed. Then suspend the database copy so that the files
can be overwritten.

Add-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity db_h-q -MailboxServer EXCH2016-SVR1
-SeedingPostponed:$TRUE
Suspend-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity db_h-q\EXCH2016-SVR1

10 Change directories to the cloned transaction log volume and verify that log sequences are in order. An
error in the log sequence prevents the next steps from executing properly. If there is an error, stop and
choose a different snapshot.

eseutil /ml e02

11 Remove the failed database copy file from the volume, and then restore the database file from the cloned
database volume to the database copy path.
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In the following example, the eseutil command is being executed from the cloned database volume; the
command copies the db_h-q.edb file to the database copy path,
"E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_h-q\db_h-q.edb":

eseutil /y .\db_h-q.edb /d "E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_h-q\db_h-q.edb"

12 Change directories to the database copy path and verify the checksums.

eseutil.exe /k .\db_h-q.edb

13 Resume replication on the newly seeded replica.

Resume-MailboxDatabaseCopy -Identity db_h-q\EXCH2016-SVR1

14 Set the HPE Nimble Storage cloned volumes offline within Windows, and then take the volumes offline
and delete them on the array.

Restoring Exchange Mailbox Databases with Zero-Copy Clones
Exchange has a robust set of native data protection features that protect against database, server, or data
center failures. Lagged database copies, in particular, provide point-in-time restore capabilities for active
databases.

However, if a lagged database copy is not available or deployed, or if the Exchange environment is not using
a DAG, leverage HPE Nimble Storage zero-copy clones to restore active databases to the desired point in
time.

Restore Mailbox Databases to a Specific Point in Time

To clone an Exchange Server database, use an existing snapshot collection for the specific point in time
required. The procedure assumes that snapshot collection schedules have already been established, and it
uses an existing snapshot collection for cloning. The procedure is executed from the Exchange server that
owns the active database that will be restored.

Procedure

1 Log in to the HPE Nimble Storage array GUI.
2 Choose Manage > Protection > Volume Collections
3 Select the volume collection that houses the files for the active database.
4 Click the Snapshots tab and select the snapshot collection that will be the source of the clone.
5 Click Clone and specify names for the cloned volumes. Click OK.

Cloned volumes inherit the ACL from their parent.

6 On the host, for iSCSI arrays, use NCM to connect the volumes to the host.

FC arrays do not require explicit connection to volumes. The volumes should appear automatically; if they
do not, use Disk Management to rescan the disks.

7 Open PowerShell, and use the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell cmdlet to clear the flags and attributes
that were set on the volumes during the VSS snapshot process.

Example using a disk ID:

PS C:\Users\Administrator> Set-NimVolume -DiskID 3 -Online $true -ReadOnly
$false -Hidden $false -ShadowCopy $false
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After the cmdlet is executed, the flags and attributes are reset on the volumes, and the volumes become
visible to the host.

8 Use the Set-MailboxDatabase cmdlet to set the appropriate database as restorable from backups.

Set-MailboxDatabase -identity db_a-g -allowfilerestore:$true

9 Dismount the database from the Exchange server.

Dismount-Database -Identity db_a-g

10 Change directories to the production mailbox database volume. Remove, rename, or copy (recommended)
out the failed database file from the production database volume, and then restore the database file from
the cloned database volume to the production database path.

In the following example, the eseutil command is executed from the cloned database volume; the command
copies the db_a-g.edb file to the production path,
"E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g\db_a-g.edb":

eseutil /y .\db_a-g.edb /d "E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g\db_a-g.edb"

11 Use the eseutil command to determine the Exchange log files that are required for bringing the restored
Exchange database to a clean state in preparation for mounting. Required logs are listed in the Log
Required field, but it is ideal to use the logs listed in the Log Committed field as part of the restore as
well.

#> eseutil /MH .\db_a-g.edb
...
Fields:

File Type: Database
Checksum: 0xd230834d

Format ulMagic: 0x89abcdef
Engine ulMagic: 0x89abcdef

Format ulVersion: 0x620,20,0 (attached by 0)
Engine ulVersion: 0x620,50,100 (efvCurrent = 9020)
Created ulVersion: 0x620,20

DB Signature: Create time:02/28/2017 16:42:17.009 Rand:114301396
Computer:

cbDbPage: 32768
dbtime: 8648810 (0x83f86a)
State: Dirty Shutdown

Log Required: 6491-6640 (0x195b-0x19f0)
Log Committed: 0-6641 (0x0-0x19f1)

12 Change directories to the production transaction log volume. Remove, rename, or copy (recommended)
out all transaction log files.

13 Copy all required transaction logs from the cloned transaction log volume to the production transaction
log volume.

Follow the example in step 11 to copy logs 0x0–0x195b (E01000019A0.log–E010000195B.log) to
the production transaction log volume.

14 Verify the integrity of the log files. If any log files are missing, and they are available in the cloned transaction
log volume, copy the files to the production transaction log volume.
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In the following example, log files E0100001980–E0100001989 and log files
E0100001990-E0100001999 are missing and will be copied to the production transaction log directory.

#> eseutil /ML E01
...
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000197F.log - OK
Missing log files: E01{00001980 - 00001989}.log
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198A.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198B.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198C.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198D.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198E.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198F.log - OK
Missing log files: E01{00001990 - 00001999}.log
...
Operation terminated with error -528 (JET_errMissingLogFile, Current log file
missing) after 1.453 seconds.

15 Run a soft recovery of the restored production mailbox database to put the database into a clean-shutdown
state.

Use the appropriate syntax of the eseutil command to specify the location of database, the checkpoint,
and the log files.

eseutil /r E01 /L “T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log” /s
“T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log” /d "E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g”

16 Verify that the restored production database is in a clean-shutdown state.

#> eseutil /mh .\db_a-g.edb
...
cbDbPage: 32768
dbtime: 8648810 (0x83f86a)
State: Clean Shutdown
...

17 Mount the restored database to the Exchange server.

Mount-Database -Identity db_a-g

18 Verify that the database is available and that mail flow to users is restored.
19 Disconnect cloned volumes from the Windows Server instance, and remove the clones from the HPE

Nimble Storage array.

Restore Mailbox Databases to a Specific Point in Time with Roll Forward

If database log files are available and current, use this procedure to prevent the loss of current mailbox
database transactions. When cloning the database, be sure to select the most current snapshot collection
as the source of the clone.

Procedure

1 Log in to the HPE Nimble Storage array GUI.
2 Choose Manage > Protection > Volume Collections.
3 Select the volume collection that houses the files for the active database.
4 Click the Snapshots tab and select the most current snapshot collection that will be the source of the

clone.
5 Click Clone and specify names for the cloned volumes. Click OK.
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Cloned volumes inherit the ACL from their parent.

6 On the host, for iSCSI arrays, use NCM to connect the volumes to the host.

FC arrays do not require explicit connection to volumes. The volumes should appear automatically; if they
do not, use Disk Management to rescan the disks.

7 Open PowerShell, and use the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell cmdlet to clear the flags and attributes
that were set on the volumes during the VSS snapshot process.

Example using a disk ID:

PS C:\Users\Administrator> Set-NimVolume -DiskID 3 -Online $true -ReadOnly
$false -Hidden $false -ShadowCopy $false

After the cmdlet is executed, the flags and attributes are reset on the volumes, and the volumes become
visible to the host.

8 Use the Set-MailboxDatabase cmdlet to set the appropriate database as restorable from backups.

Set-MailboxDatabase -identity db_a-g -allowfilerestore:$true

9 Dismount the database from the Exchange server.

Dismount-Database -Identity db_a-g

10 Change directories to the production mailbox database volume. Remove, rename, or copy (recommended)
out the failed database file from the production database volume, and then restore the database file from
the cloned database volume to the production database path.

In the following example, the eseutil command is executed from the cloned database volume; the command
copies the db_a-g.edb file to the production path,
"E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g\db_a-g.edb":

eseutil /y .\db_a-g.edb /d "E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g\db_a-g.edb"

11 Change directories to the production transaction log directory, and verify the integrity of the current database
log file.

For roll-forward restores, current transaction logs for the mailbox database are used, and only the mailbox
database file is restored.

#> eseutil /ML E01

...
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000197F.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198A.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198B.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198C.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198D.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198E.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198F.log - OK

...
No damaged log files were found.
Operation completed successfully in 1.453 seconds.

12 Run a soft recovery of the restored production mailbox database to put the database into a clean-shutdown
state.
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Use the appropriate syntax of the eseutil command to specify the location of the database, the checkpoint,
and the log files.

eseutil /r E01 /L “T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log” /s
“T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log” /d "E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g”

13 Verify that the restored production database is in a clean-shutdown state.

#> eseutil /mh .\db_a-g.edb
...
cbDbPage: 32768
dbtime: 8648810 (0x83f86a)
State: Clean Shutdown
...

14 Mount the restored database to the Exchange server.

Mount-Database -Identity db_a-g

15 Verify that the database is available and that mail flow to users is restored.
16 Disconnect cloned volumes from the Windows Server instance, and remove the clones from the HPE

Nimble Storage array.
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Restoring Exchange Database Volumes

If necessary, the volumes that house Exchange active databases can be restored to a specific point in time
from available snapshot collections. Restores of HPE Nimble Storage volumes in an Exchange environment
are particularly useful when volumes are not shared between active mailbox databases and passive database
copies.

If a mailbox database is collocated with other databases in the same volume, consider using a zero-copy
clone to avoid affecting other databases in the same volume.

Restore Exchange Database Volumes
To perform a full restore of volumes that house Exchange mailbox databases, use an existing snapshot
collection for the specific point in time required. The procedure assumes that snapshot collection schedules
have already been established, and it uses an existing snapshot collection for recovery.

Procedure

1 Use the Set-MailboxDatabase cmdlet to set the appropriate database as restorable from backups.

Set-MailboxDatabase -identity db_a-g -allowfilerestore:$true

2 Dismount the database from the Exchange server.

Dismount-Database -Identity db_a-g

3 Log in to the HPE Nimble Storage array GUI.
4 Choose Manage > Protection > Volume Collections.
5 Select the volume collection that houses the files for the mailbox database.
6 Click the Snapshots tab and select the snapshot collection that will be the source for the restore.
7 Click Restore. When prompted to take the volumes offline, agree.
8 Bring the volumes back online.
9 On the Exchange host, for iSCSI arrays, use NCM to refresh volume connections and reconnect the

volumes to the host.

FC arrays do not require an explicit connection to volumes. The volumes should appear automatically; if
they do not, use Disk Management to rescan the disks.

10 Open PowerShell and use the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell cmdlet to clear the flags and attributes
that were set on the volumes during the VSS snapshot process.

Example using a disk ID:

PS C:\Users\Administrator> Set-NimVolume -DiskID 3 -Online $true -ReadOnly
$false -Hidden $false -ShadowCopy $false

11 Verify that the volumes are online and that Exchange database files are present.
12 Change directories to the production transaction log volume, and verify the integrity of the current database

log file.

#> eseutil /ML E01

...
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000197F.log - OK
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Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198A.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198B.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198C.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198D.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198E.log - OK
Log file: T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log\E010000198F.log - OK

...
No damaged log files were found.
Operation completed successfully in 1.453 seconds.

13 Change directories to the production database volume, and check the current state of the database:

• If the database is in a clean-shutdown state, proceed to the next step.
• If the database is in a dirty-shutdown state, perform a soft recovery to move it to a clean-shutdown

state.

The following example checks the status of the database and shows how to perform a soft recovery:

#> eseutil /mh .\db_a-g.edb
...
cbDbPage: 32768
dbtime: 8648810 (0x83f86a)
State: Dirty Shutdown
...
#> eseutil /r E01 /L “T:\Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log” /s
"T: \Exchange2016Data\Log\db_a-g_log” /d "E:\Exchange2016Data\Data\db_a-g"

14 After the database is in a clean-shutdown state, mount the restored database to the Exchange server.

Mount-Database -Identity db_a-g

15 Verify that the database is available and that the mail flow to users is restored.
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Considerations for Virtualizing Exchange

Both Microsoft and VMware have published extensive guidance on best practices for deploying Exchange in
virtual environments. For detailed information, see the following guides:

• Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 on VMware vSphere Best Practices
• Exchange 2016 Virtualization

The allocation of resources to virtual machines and the choice of storage and network adapters are important
considerations for virtualizing an Exchange environment. In addition, different requirements and
recommendations apply to the Microsoft and VMware virtualization platforms.

CPU and Memory Sizing

Carefully consider the workloads that will be virtualized, and allocate only the amount of vCPU and vRAM
that is required. Avoid overallocating vCPU and vRAM to guests that do not require the resources for
performance because doing so affects the virtual environment as a whole.

VMware recommends that vCPU allocation not exceed the physical cores of the ESXi host. VMware also
recommends sizing Exchange virtual machines to fit within the size of the physical NUMA node.

Virtual Disks

Use the VMware Paravirtualized SCSI (PVSCSI) controller for virtual disks that contain Exchange database
files. The PVSCSI is well suited for throughput-intensive applications, and it has queue depths that are better
suited for Exchange workloads. Leverage more than one PVSCSI device (up to four), and spread virtual disks
across the devices to reduce the chance of potential bottlenecks at the vSCSI layer. If necessary, you can
increase the VMware PVSCSI controller per-device and per-controller queue depths.

Microsoft recommends using fixed VHDX or virtual SCSI adapters for virtual disk connectivity.

Networking

Use the VMware VMXNET3 network adapter on virtual machines. This guideline is especially important if
you leverage in-guest iSCSI to connect to volumes on HPE Nimble Storage arrays. The VMXNET3 is designed
for performance, supporting features such as multi-queue support and receive-side scaling.

To prevent aggressive failovers of DAG resources during vMotion, tune Microsoft cluster network thresholds
for SameSubnet*, CrossSubnet*, and CrossSite*. For more information about cluster settings, see Tuning
Failover Cluster Network Thresholds on MSDN.

Datastore and Guest Storage Considerations for VMware vSphere
VMware vSphere can be used to deploy Exchange in several ways:

• Deploy the Windows OS on a datastore, while the Exchange data disks are on separate VMFS datastores.
• Deploy the Windows OS on a datastore, while the Exchange data disks are pRDM or vRDM devices.
• Deploy the Windows OS on a datastore, while the Exchange data disks are volumes directly attached

through in-guest iSCSI.
• Deploy the Windows OS on a datastore colocated with Exchange data disks.
• Deploy Exchange by using VMware VVols.

These are all valid configurations, but keep the following key concepts in mind:

• For snapshots, VMware vCenter is the synchronization host unless the virtual machine is using RDMs, in
which case the virtual machine acts as the synchronization host.
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• Use VMware performance policies for VMFS datastores to achieve operational efficiency and better
interoperability with the VMware architecture (vMotion, snapshots, DRS, and so on). Do not use Exchange
performance policies on VMFS datastores.

• For RDM and in-guest iSCSI volumes, use Exchange performance policies.
• Application-consistent snapshots for hosts that use vCenter as the synchronization host require a VMware

Tools installation.
• Install NWT on all virtual machines that use in-guest iSCSI, or RDMs so that the Windows guest can

properly create application-consistent snapshots of Exchange volumes.

Guest Storage Considerations for Hyper-V
The following storage options are available for deploying Exchange in a Microsoft Hyper-V environment:

• Fixed-size virtual storage (VHD or VHDX)
• Dynamic virtual storage (VHDX only)
• SCSI pass-through storage
• iSCSI storage
• Guest iSCSI

Only block-level storage is supported for Exchange guest machines, with the exception of fixed VHDs over
SMB 3.0 (supported on Hyper-V on Windows Server 2012 or later).

For the guest iSCSI option, the recommendations are as discussed in this guide because this type of virtual
deployment closely mimics a physical deployment.
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